
 

 

Directions: Grammar is tricky. This activity challenges you to choose the best word that would not otherwise fit in each sentence. Your task is                              
to select one word and incorrectly use that word in each of the sentences below. (Note: you have two options for questions with three words). 

REVERSE  Grammar 
 

@ The Classroom Sparrow 

 
 

  

Incorrectly identify the usage of their, there and they’re.  

1. I went over to __________ house last night. 
2. __________ such a nice family! 
3. Did they put __________ clothes away? 
4. My friends sold __________ house.  
5. __________ coming over later today.  
6. Take a seat over __________. 

Incorrectly identify the usage of who’s and whose.  

1. __________ going to cook supper? 
2. __________ shirt is this? 
3. __________ going out for lunch? 
4. __________ favorite food is pizza? 

Incorrectly identify the usage of your and you’re.   

1. __________ really funny! 
2. __________ going to need a pencil.  
3. I hope we go to __________ house! 
4. __________ textbook is brand new.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of its and it’s.   

1. __________ a beautiful day! 
2. The kitten ran to __________ bed.  
3. Where is __________ bed? 

4. __________ almost lunch time! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of were and we’re.   

1. __________  coming over tonight! 
2. __________ you at practice today?  

3. I would, if I __________ you.  
4. __________ so excited for school to start! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of than and then.   

1. You are taller __________ I am.  
2. I will go, __________ too.  
3. My hair is longer __________ yours.  
4. By __________, he was tired.  

 

 

Incorrectly identify the usage of to, too and two.  

1. I ate __________ sandwiches for lunch. 
2. I’m going __________! 
3. I am going __________ their house. 
4. We have __________cars.  
5. I would like to come __________. 
6. Go __________ your room! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of affect and effect.  

1. The new law will go into __________ tomorrow.  
2. This will __________ my decision.  
3. Will this __________ the economy? 
4. The low grade will not __________ my average.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of lose and loose.  

1. The seat belt was very __________.  
2. We do not want to __________ the game today.  
3. Did you __________ my keys? 
4. Wow! Your pants are really __________! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of threw and through.  

1. I went __________ the tunnel.  
2. I plan to drive __________ there tomorrow.   
3. I __________ the ball into the air.  
4. He __________ water on me! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of accept and except.  

1. I __________ your apology.   
2. I would, __________ I already have plans.    
3. Everyone is going, __________ you.   
4. I will __________ the punishment.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of principal and principle.  

1. The __________’s office is over there.  
2. Review the __________ of the loan.    
3. Quiet! The __________ is coming!   
4. He was a man of __________.  
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Incorrectly identify the usage of their, there and they’re.  

1. I went over to there/they’re house last night. 
2. There/their such a nice family! 
3. Did they put there/they’re clothes away? 
4. My friends sold there/they’re house.  
5. There/their coming over later today.  
6. Take a seat over their/they’re. 

Incorrectly identify the usage of who’s and whose.  

1. Whose going to cook supper? 
2. Who’s shirt is this? 
3. Whose going out for lunch? 
4. Who’s favorite food is pizza? 

Incorrectly identify the usage of your and you’re.   

1. Your really funny! 
2. Your going to need a pencil.  
3. I hope we go to you’re house! 
4. You’re textbook is brand new.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of its and it’s.   

1. Its a beautiful day! 
2. The kitten ran to it’s bed.  
3. Where is it’s bed? 

4. Its almost lunch time! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of were and we’re.   

1. Were coming over tonight! 
2. We’re you at practice today?  

3. I would, if I we’re you.  
4. Were so excited for school to start! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of than and then.   

1. You are taller then I am.  
2. I will go, than too.  
3. My hair is longer then yours.  
4. By than, he was tired.  

 

 

Incorrectly identify the usage of to, too and two.  

1. I ate to/too sandwiches for lunch. 
2. I’m going to/two! 
3. I am going two/too their house. 
4. We have to/too cars.  
5. I would like to come to/two. 
6. Go two/too your room! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of affect and effect.  

1. The new law will go into affect tomorrow.  
2. This will effect my decision.  
3. Will this effect the economy? 
4. The low grade will not effect my average.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of lose and loose.  

1. The seat belt was very lose.  
2. We do not want to loose the game today.  
3. Did you loose my keys? 
4. Wow! Your pants are really lose! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of threw and through.  

1. I went threw the tunnel.  
2. I plan to drive threw there tomorrow.   
3. I through the ball into the air.  
4. He through water on me! 

Incorrectly identify the usage of accept and except.  

1. I except your apology.   
2. I would, accept I already have plans.    
3. Everyone is going, accept you.   
4. I will except the punishment.  

Incorrectly identify the usage of principal and principle.  

1. The principle’s office is over there.  
2. Review the principal of the loan.    
3. Quiet! The principle is coming!   
4. He was a man of principal.  

 

 


